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Abstract

Single phase flow and reactive transport modelling involve solving a highly
nonlinear coupled system of partial differential equations to algebraic or or-
dinary differential equations requiring special numerical treatment. In this
paper, we propose a fully implicit finite volume method using a direct sub-
stitution approach to improve the efficiency and the accuracy of numerical
computations for such systems. The approach has been developed and imple-
mented in the framework of the parallel open-source platform DuMuX . The
object oriented code allows solving reactive transport problems considering
different coupling approaches. A number of 2D and 3D numerical tests were
performed for verifying and demonstrating the capability of the coupled fully
implicit approach for single phase flow and reactive transport in porous me-
dia. Numerical results for the reactive transport benchmark of MoMaS and
long-term fate of injected CO2 for geological storage including a comparison
between the direct substitution approach and the sequential iterative ap-
proach are presented. Parallel scalability is investigated for simulations with
different grid resolutions.
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1. Introduction

Reactive transport modelling in porous media plays a significant role for
many subsurface applications in geological and reservoir engineering pro-
cesses as for instance the sequestration of CO2 in saline aquifers, the geolog-
ical storage of nuclear waste or the prevention of groundwater pollution and
the contaminant remediation.

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) is a promising way to mitigate the
effects of global warming. Assessing the viability of geological storage must
rely on numerical simulations due to the long time scales involved. Several
physical and geochemical trapping mechanisms must be combined to ensure
a high containment rate, and geochemical trapping becomes increasingly im-
portant over longer time scales [30]. Carbon dissolution in water occurs over
hundreds of years, and formation of carbonate minerals over millions of years,
see [19]. Many references can be found for the numerical approximation of
such phenomena, see for instance [9, 42]. The main issue concerning the geo-
logical storage of CO2 is the simulation of the different trapping mechanisms.
In [41], the authors show that modified single phase flow models can predict
pressure build-up far from the injection as well as complex two-phase flow
model. Single phase flow is considered for instance in [25] and [35]. In [25], in
the framework of SHPCO2 Project, the gas phase is assumed to be immobile
and therefore gaseous carbon dioxide is considered as a fixed species neglect-
ing the two-phase flow effects. In [35], an initial amount of supercritical CO2

is converted into a source term of liquid CO2 and then the authors study
the transport of the dissolved CO2 and the precipitation/dissolution process
of minerals. In [4], the authors employ a one-phase reactive flow to model
the leaking of CO2-saturated brine in a fractured pathway once supercritical
CO2 is totally dissolved. CO2 is generally injected in its supercritical form.
This injection may induce important pressure build-up that can damage the
reservoir or induce fracturing and seismic events. Moreover, the supercritical
CO2 that is less dense than the brine present in the aquifer, will migrate
vertically firstly and then along the top of the aquifer. Finally it builds up
under the cover rock inducing a risk of leakage through faults. In [43], the
authors propose an alternative strategy that consists in injecting dissolved
CO2 to circumvent the above-mentioned risks and increase the security of its
geological sequestration. In [5], a study of this process and its interactions
with the carbonate reservoir through geochemical reactions is proposed.

Single phase multicomponent reactive flows are modelled by a mass bal-
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ance law, Darcy’s law and equations of state. Coupling between flow and
chemistry occurs through reactions rates. In the case of equilibrium reac-
tions, these rates are unknowns and are commonly eliminated through linear
transformations [37, 39] and replaced by mass actions laws that are alge-
braic equations relating the activities of concerned species. For kinetic re-
actions, the rates are nonlinear functions of concentrations [14] and involve
ordinary differential equations. By consequence, the problem is modelled by
a system of partial differential equations (describing a compositional flow)
coupled with algebraic or ordinary differential equations related to chemical
reactions. The numerical strategies for solving this system can be divided
into three dominant algorithms: the global implicit (GIA), the sequential
iterative (SIA) and sequential non-iterative (SNIA) approaches [44, 46]. In
the GIA, the nonlinear system gathering all equations is solved at each time
step. For the sequential solution approaches, flow and reactive transport (or
possibly, flow, transport and chemistry) are solved sequentially at each time
step. The difference between the SIA and SNIA lies on the fact that for the
SIA, the procedure is present in an iterative loop. Sequential approaches are
also named operator-splitting approaches.
In comparison with GIA, sequential approaches can be easier to implement
since existing codes and specific methods can be used for each subproblem
(flow, transport, chemistry). Nonetheless, sequential approaches introduce
operator splitting errors [11, 45] and restrictions on the time step are manda-
tory to ensure mass conservation for instance. In [46], the authors describe
the GIA as “research tools for one-dimensional investigations” due to their
complexity and their high computational requirements. Thanks to the ad-
vance of high-performance computing in the last decades, these restrictions
are no longer relevant. The Groupement Mathematical Modelling and Nu-
merical Simulation for Nuclear Waste Management has proposed in [18] a
benchmark to test numerical methods used to deal with reactive transport
problem in porous media. In this framework several sequential and implicit
algorithms have been compared. In [16] and [34], the authors propose respec-
tively a SIA and a SNIA. The other participants [10, 20, 28, 38] deal with
various global implicit algorithms. More precisely, in [10], the authors pro-
pose a method where the chemical problem is eliminated locally, leading to a
nonlinear system where the transport and chemistry subsystems remain sep-
arated. In [20, 21], the problem is written in the form of differential algebraic
equations (DAE). In [28], the author use a reduction technique introduced
in [32, 33] that aims to reduce the number of coupled nonlinear differential
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equations drastically. Finally in [38], a direct substitution approach (DSA)
consisting in substituting the equations of chemistry directly in the equations
of transport is employed. In [17], the results provided by the different teams
are compared with a good agreement. The different benchmarks showed that
sequential approaches can be as accurate as global ones provided they are
carefully implemented while global approaches are now more efficient that
was originally believed.

This work aims to develop a GIA to perform numerical simulation of
single phase multicomponent flows with reactive transport in porous media.
In [7, 8], in the context of two-phase flow, we proposed a sequential approach
that splits the original problem into two sub-problems. The first sub-problem
computes an implicit two-phase compositional flow where only species present
in both phases are taken into account. The second sub-problem calculates
a reactive transport problem where flow properties (Darcy velocity for each
phase, saturation of each phase, temperature, density,...) are given by the
first step. A SIA has been implemented for the reactive transport sub-
problem. To improve the robustness of the scheme and the accuracy loss
due to the time-splitting involved by the SIA, in [6], we switched to a GIA
for reactive transport subsystem. More precisely, we used a DSA [46]. The
goal of this paper is to focus on the single phase flow reactive problem to
validate our implementation of the DSA and to compare the DSA and the
SIA to emphasize the improvements made by the implicit approach. It is
worth noting that here, the comparison between the DSA and SIA is done in
the same numerical environment. Examination of the existing literature sees
a clear trend in evaluating the efficiency of the different methods through
calculations performed on different codes or computer facilities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the
governing equations for a single phase multicomponent flow with reactive
transport and the global implicit approach. In section 3, the finite-volume
discretization of the problem is detailed and some reminders about the SIA
are given. In section 4, a description of the implementation of our strat-
egy in the free and open-source simulator DuMuX [1, 24] is given and some
numerical results for the benchmark MoMaS and for examples dealing with
geological sequestration of CO2 are proposed. On a particular example of the
SHPCO2 Project [25], an advanced comparison between the DSA and the
SIA is given in term of computational time for several grid resolutions. Some
three-dimensional parallel computations are presented with good strong and
weak parallel efficiencies.
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2. Formulation of the problem

In this section, we describe the geochemical model and the mathematical
model for single phase multicomponent flow with reactive transport in porous
media. Finally, we present the formulation of GIA that will be used in the
sequel.

2.1. Geochemical model

We note by I the set of all the Nc chemical components involved in Nr

chemical reactions. Chemical reactions can be classified in two categories.
By convention, equilibrium reactions are assumed to be sufficiently fast and
reversible while kinetic reactions are slow or irreversible, the notion of velocity
and reversibility being system and scale dependent. We assume that the
Nr reactions are decomposed into Ne equilibrium reactions and Nk kinetic
reactions. Following the Morel formalism [40], we split the set of all chemical
species I into Np primary and Ns secondary species noted respectively Ip and
Is (I = Ip ∪ Is). If we assume that the stoichiometric matrix has full rank
(there are no redundant reactions), each chemical reaction can be expressed
as the formation of a single secondary species from the set of primary species:

Aj =
∑
i∈Ip

νjiAi, j ∈ Is,

where νji is the stoichiometric coefficient of the species Ai in the reaction j.
Following the convention established in [18], the set of primary com-

ponents Ip is decomposed into mobile primary components Ipm and immo-
bile primary components Ipi (Ip = Ipm ∪ Ipi). The set of secondary com-
ponents Is is split into mobile secondary components Ism, immobile sec-
ondary components Isi and components involved in kinetic reactions Isk
(Is = Ism ∪ Isi ∪ Isk). Nq = card{Ism ∪ Isi} is the number of reactions
at equilibrium and Nk = card{Isk} is the number of kinetic reactions such
that Nq +Nk = Nr.

2.1.1. Chemical equilibrium

Each equilibrium reaction gives rise to an algebraic relation called mass
action law that links the activities of the species involved in the reaction.
The mass action law writes as follows:

aj = Kj

∏
i∈Ip

(ai)νji , j ∈ Ism ∪ Isi, (1)
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where aj is the activity of species j, Kj is the equilibrium constant of reaction
j.

2.1.2. Kinetics

Mass action laws apply only for equilibrium reactions. Otherwise, slow
chemical reactions are characterized by a reaction rate rj depending, among
others, on the activities of the species present in the reaction. In this work,
we consider only kinetic reaction describing precipitation/dissolution of a
mineral. For the expression of the kinetic rate, we use the form given in [22],
simplified from that introduced in [14]. Each kinetic reaction leads to an
ordinary differential equation:

dcj

dt
= −rj, with rj = Ks

jA
s
j

1−Kj

∏
i∈Ip

(ai)νji

 , j ∈ Isk, (2)

where cj denotes the concentration of the kinetic species j while Ks
j and

Asj are respectively the kinetic-rate constant [mol.m−2.s−1] and the reactive
surface [m2.m−3 ] of component j.
When mineral cj supersaturated, Kj

∏
i∈Ip(ai)νji > 1 and the mineral precipi-

tates. When the mineral is undersaturated, it dissolves becauseKj

∏
i∈Ip(ai)νji <

1.

2.2. Mathematical model for single phase multicomponent flow with reactive
transport

We consider the mass balance equation (see for instance [26]) for primary
and secondary species:

∂

∂t
(φci) +∇ · (ci~q)−∇ · (D∇ci) =

∑
j∈Is

νjirj, i ∈ Ipm, (3)

d

dt
(ci) =

∑
j∈Is

νjirj, i ∈ Ipi, (4)

∂

∂t
(φci) +∇ · (ci~q)−∇ · (D∇ci) = −ri, i ∈ Ism, (5)

d

dt
(ci) = −ri, i ∈ Isi ∪ Isk, (6)
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where φ [-] denotes the porosity of the medium, ci is the molar concentration
of species i [mol.m−3], D [m2.s−1] denotes the diffusion-dispersion tensor:

D = φ

(
DmI + dL|~q|I + (dL − dT )

~q~qT

|~q|

)
.

Dm [m2.s−1] is the molecular diffusion, dL [m] and dT [m] are the magnitudes
of longitudinal and transverse dispersion respectively and ~q [m.s−1] is the
Darcy velocity, expressed as follows:

~q = −K
µ

(∇P − ρ~g), (7)

where µ [Pa.s] is the dynamic viscosity, K [m2] is the absolute permeability
tensor, P [Pa] is the pressure, ρ [kg.m−3] is the mass density and ~g [m.s−2] is
the gravitational acceleration. Finally, rj [mol.m−3.s−1] is the rate of reaction
j (it can be equilibrium if j ∈ Ism ∪ Isi or kinetic if j ∈ Isk).
For the sake of simplicity, we introduce the advection-diffusion operator:

L(c) = ∇ · (c~q)−∇ · (D∇c). (8)

In order to eliminate the reaction rates rj in equations (3)-(4), we make
linear combinations between equations (5)-(6) with each equation (3)-(4).
This introduces Np new conservation laws that write:

∂

∂t

(
φci +

∑
j∈Ism

φνjic
j +

∑
j∈Isi∪Isk

νjic
j

)
+ L(ci +

∑
j∈Ism

νjic
j) = 0, i ∈ Ipm, (9)

d

dt

(
ci +

∑
j∈Isi∪Isk

νjic
j

)
= 0, i ∈ Ipi.(10)

To retrieve the same number of equations as there are unknowns, the Ns

equations (5)-(6) are replaced by Ne mass actions laws defined by (1) corre-
sponding to the equilibrium reactions and Nk ordinary differential equations
corresponding to the kinetic reactions given by (2).

Remark. The equilibrium reaction rates are eliminated because they are un-
known while kinetic rates are known (see for instance equation (2)). In
this work, all the reaction rates are eliminated, including kinetic reaction
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rates. This is why, there is no reaction rate in the right hand side of equa-
tions (9)-(10). In the left hand side of these equations, the concentration of
the secondary kinetics species (cj, j ∈ Isk) are part of the unknowns. These
concentrations are governed by the ordinary differential equations (2). An-
other strategy would consist in eliminating only the equilibrium reactions rate
in equations (9)-(10) and in incorporating the kinetic reaction rates directly
into the right hand side of these latter equations as a source/sink term.

2.3. Formulation of the global implicit approach

In [7, 8], we adopted a SIA to solve the reactive transport problem. In
the present work, we consider a GIA, where a DSA is adopted. The system
of equations describing the reactive transport problem writes:

∂

∂t

(
φci +

∑
j∈Ism

φνjic
j +

∑
j∈Isi∪Isk

νjic
j

)
+ L(ci +

∑
j∈Ism

νjic
j) = 0, i ∈ Ipm,

(11)

∂

∂t

(
ci +

∑
jT∈Isi∪Isk

νjic
j

)
= 0, i ∈ Ipi, (12)

aj = Kj

∏
i∈Ip

(ai)νji , j ∈ Ism ∪ Isi, (13)

dcj

dt
= −Ks

jA
s
j

1−Kj

∏
i∈Ip

(ai)νji

 , j ∈ Isk. (14)

The DSA consists in incorporating equations (13)-(14) in mass balance equa-
tions (11)-(12).

3. Numerical scheme

In this section, we describe the fully implicit finite volume scheme used
for the discretization of the problem (11)-(14). In the sequel, the GIA will
be compared with the SIA implemented in [7, 8]. Consequently, for the sake
of clarity, the SIA is also described.
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3.1. Finite volume discretization of single phase multicomponent flow with
reactive transport

The spatial discretization of the coupled system (11)-(14) employs a con-
servative Finite Volume (FV) method based on a fully upwinding scheme
to treat the convective terms and a conforming finite element scheme with
piecewise linear elements for the diffusive terms. The time discretization is
done by an implicit Euler method.

Here, we choose a fully implicit cell-centred FV method. It consists in
integrating the equations (11)-(14) on a control volume Vk (see Figure (1))
and evaluating the fluxes at the interface γkl between two adjacent elements
Vk and Vl.

Figure 1: Discretization by the cell centred finite volume method.

By using the implicit Euler scheme for the time discretization and due to
the fact that the primary unknowns (P , ci) and the physical parameters are
constant on each element Vk, the cell-centred FV scheme corresponding to
system (11)-(14) is given by:
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|Vk|
∆tn

{φci +
∑
j∈Ism

νjiφc
j +

∑
j∈Isi∪Isk

νjic
j

}n+1

k

−

{
φci +

∑
j∈Ism

νjiφc
j +

∑
j∈Isi∪Isk

νjic
j

}n

k


+
∑
l∈V (k)

|γkl|

({
ci
}n+1

kl
{~q}n+1

kl +
∑
j∈Ism

νji
{
cj
}n+1

kl
{~q}n+1

kl

)
· ~nkl

−
∑
l∈V (k)

|γkl|

(
{D}n+1

kl

{
∇ci
}n+1

kl
+
∑
j∈Ism

νji {D}n+1
kl

{
∇cj

}n+1

kl

)
· ~nkl

= 0, i ∈ Ipm, (15)

|Vk|
∆tn

{ci +
∑

j∈Isi∪Isk

νjic
j

}n+1

k

−

{
ci +

∑
j∈Isi∪Isk

νjic
j

}n

k

 = 0, i ∈ Ipi, (16)

{
aj
}n+1

k
= Kj

∏
i∈Ip

{
(ai)νji

}n+1

k
, j ∈ Ism ∪ Isi, (17)

{
cj
}n+1

k
=
{
cj
}n
k
−∆tn Ks

jA
s
j

(
1−Kj

∏
i∈Ip

{
(ai)νji

}n+1

k

)
, j ∈ Isk, (18)

{
~q
}n+1

kl
= −

{K
µ

}
kl

({
∇P

}n+1

kl
−
{
ρ
}n+1

kl
~g

)
, (19)

where ~nkl denotes the unit outer normal to γkl, V (k) is the set of adjacent
elements of Vk.

Now to define the finite volume scheme it is enough to approach the con-
vective and the diffusive fluxes on the interfaces γkl. For this purpose, a
fully upwinding scheme is used to calculate the numerical flux for the con-
vective term. More precisely, the quantities (P , ci) are evaluated implicitly
and upstream at the interface γkl between two adjacent elements as:

{·}n+1
kl =

{
{·}n+1

k if {~q}n+1
kl · ~nkl > 0

{·}n+1
l else .

(20)
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The gradient operators on the interfaces γkl are calculated by a P1/Q1

finite element method with piecewise linear elements. An harmonic average
of the values between two adjacent elements is used to calculated the absolute
permeability {K}kl that is considered as a scalar and the diffusion coefficients
{D}n+1

kl at the interface γkl. {ρ}n+1
kl is computed as the arithmetic average of

two elements Vk and Vl.

3.2. Sequential iterative approach

We give here some reminders about the SIA used in [7, 8] where prob-
lem (11)-(14) is expressed as follows:

φ
∂Tm
∂t

+
∂Tf
∂t

+ L(Tm) = 0, (21)

T = Tm + Tf , (22)

Tf = ΨC(T ), (23)

with

T im =

 ci +
∑
j∈Ism

νjic
j, i ∈ Ipm,

0, i ∈ Ipi,
and T if =


∑

j∈Isi∪Isk

νjic
j, i ∈ Ipm,

ci +
∑

j∈Isi∪Isk

νjic
j, i ∈ Ipi.

(24)
Tm is the vector of the total mobile concentrations for each primary species
and Tf is the vector of the total immobile concentrations.

With this formulation, the SIA states as follows: supposing T nm, T
n+1,k
m , T nf , T

n+1,k
f

are known, T n+1,k+1, T n+1,k+1
m , T n+1,k+1

f are computed thanks to the following
iterative scheme:

φ
T n+1,k+1
m − T nm

∆t
+
T n+1,k
f − T nf

∆t
+ L(T n+1,k+1

m ) = 0, (25)

T n+1,k+1 = T n+1,k+1
m + T n+1,k

f , (26)

T n+1,k+1
f = ΨC(T n+1,k+1), (27)

where T n,km denotes the approximation of quantity Tm at time tn and at
iteration k in the iterative loop of the SIA algorithm.
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The iterative algorithm is stopped when a given tolerance εSIA � 1 is
reached:

||T n+1,k+1
m − T n+1,k

m ||
||T n+1,k+1

m ||
+
||T n+1,k+1

f − T n+1,k
f ||

||T n+1,k+1
f ||

< εSIA,

where ||.|| is a discrete L2 norm.

Equation (27) corresponds to the resolution of a nonlinear problem re-
lated to the chemical equilibrium wherein the discretized ordinary differential
equations involved in kinetic reactions have been introduced. This resolu-
tion aims at computing the concentrations of the primary components from
the total concentrations T n+1,k+1 to update the total immobile concentra-
tions T n+1,k+1

f and pursue the iterative algorithm. The nonlinear system is
composed of Np equations related to the total concentration of each primary
component in which the mass actions laws have been introduced plus Nk

discretized ordinary differential equations (one for each kinetic reaction). It
is solved by the multidimensional root-finding functions of GSL [3]. The
unknowns are the concentrations of the primary components and the con-
centrations of the secondary kinetic species.

4. Numerical simulations

All our developments have been implemented in DuMuX [1, 24], a free
and open-source simulator for flow and transport processes in porous media,
based on the Distributed and Unified Numerics Environment DUNE [2]. In
this section, we describe this implementation and we present several test
cases to validate our approach.

4.1. Development and implementation of our strategy

In [7], we had developed in the DuMuX framework a single phase multi-
component transport module named 1pmc − react. In this context, we had
implemented a new 1pmc module (one-phase, m-component) that was cou-
pled with the calculations of the chemical problem computed with GSL [3]
through a SIA described in subsection 3.2.
Here, we propose to replace the SIA by a GIA. More precisely, we use a
DSA that consists in integrating directly the mass action laws (17) in the
discretized conservation laws (15)-(16). So we have modified the module
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1pmc − react by introducing the mass actions laws in the balance equa-
tions. The approach is fully implicit. The spatial discretization is performed
by the cell-centred finite volume approach described in subsection (3.1) by
equations (15)-(19).

The nonlinear system is solved by a Newton method and a preconditioned
BiConjugate Gradient STABilized (BiCGSTAB) method is used to solve the
linear system. Numerical differentiations techniques are used to approximate
the derivatives in the calculation of the Jacobian matrix. The control of
the time-step is based on the number of iterations required by the Newton
method to achieve convergence for the last time iteration. The time-step is
reduced, if the number of iterations exceeds a specified threshold, whereas it
is increased if the method converges within less iterations.

4.2. Numerical results

To validate our strategy, several tests have been performed. Here, we
focus on three tests cases. The first one is the reactive transport benchmark
of MoMaS [18] and its goal is to validate the implementation of the GIA. The
second and third test cases deal with examples of geological sequestration of
CO2. More precisely, the second test case proposed in [15, 31] focus on the
interactions of CO2 with minerals by considering only equilibrium reactions.
Finally, the last test case is a scenario of geological sequestration of CO2 in
saline aquifers and was proposed in the framework of SHPCO2 Project [25].
We propose to compare the GIA and SIA developed in [7] for this example.
The comparison focuses on the computational time and more precisely, on
the management of the time-step for both strategies during the simulations.
Three dimensional parallel computations have been performed. Good strong
and weak efficiencies are obtained.

4.2.1. Reactive transport benchmark of MoMaS

The Groupement MoMaS has proposed in [18] a benchmark to test numer-
ical methods used to deal with reactive transport problem in porous media.
This benchmark is composed of three test cases with increasing difficulties
named “Easy test case”, “Medium test case” and “Hard test case”. For each
case, two values of the diffusivity coefficients are proposed to test the codes
both under advective and diffusive transport conditions. The definition of
the benchmark is not repeated here since its detailed description can be found
in [18]. We have performed the three cases but we present in the sequel only
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results for the 1D and 2D “Advective easy test case” and the 2D “Diffusive
hard test case”.

Easy test case. The easy test case consists of four mobile and one immobile
primary components involved in seven reactions. Only equilibrium reactions
are considered. This test aims to validate our implementation of the DSA in
the DuMuX framework.

For the easy 1D advective test case, Figure 2 displays the concentration
profile of the fixed component S at t = 10 s near the inlet of the domain
for several grid resolutions. This profile is characterized by sharp concentra-
tion fronts with a peak due to the disequilibrium induced by the injection
of species X3. The location and the peak amplitude are close to those com-
puted by all the participants in [17]. Nonetheless, we can observe that our
results are closest to those obtained in [38] where a DSA was also consid-
ered. Figure 3 represents the magnitude of time step as a function of the
time simulation for the 1D easy advective test case with a non-uniform grid
composed of 240 elements (refined in the medium B that is more reactive as
suggested by several participants of the benchmark). A maximum time step
equal to 10 s was enforced. A similar behaviour of the time step evolution
can be observed in [38]. It proves that in this example, DSA can use large
time steps.
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Figure 2: Local concentration profiles of solid component S at time 10 for the 1D easy
advective test case (subregion: x = 0 to x = 0.16) for different grid resolutions
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Figure 3: Magnitude of time step versus time simulation for the 1D easy advective test
case with a non-uniform grid of 240 elements (a maximum time step equal to 10 s is
enforced).

For the 2D advective easy test case, Figure 4 represents the concentrations
for the primary components X1, X2, X3 and S at t = 1000 s on a mesh
composed of 210 × 100 elements. These results are close to those obtained
in [27] where the concentrations of all the components are depicted and those
in [17, 29] where only concentration of X3 is discussed. An initial time step
equal to 10−15 s and a maximal time step equal to 0.1 s have been used.

Hard test case. In comparison with the easy test case, the additional difficulty
is the presence of two equilibrium precipitation/dissolution reactions and one
kinetic reaction. In total, there are twelve reactions. For each precipitated
species Pi, a solubility product must be respected:

if KPi

Npm∏
j=1

(cj)νij < 1 then cPi
= 0 else KPi

Npm∏
j=1

(cj)νij = 1. (28)

KPi
is a reaction constant, Npm is the number of primary mobile compo-

nents, νij are stoichiometric coefficients. cj represents the concentration of
the primary mobile components and cPi

denotes the concentration of the pre-
cipitated/dissolved species Pi. This complementary problem is reformulated
as:

min

(
cPi
, 1−KPi

Npm∏
j=1

(cj)νij

)
= 0, (29)
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Figure 4: Concentrations of components X1, X2, X3 and S at t = 1000 s for the 2D
advective easy test case.

or using for instance the Fischer-Burmeister complementary function [23]:√√√√√cPi
2 +

(
1−KPi

Npm∏
j=1

(cj)νij

)2

− cPi
−

(
1−KPi

Npm∏
j=1

(cj)νij

)
= 0. (30)

Remark. In this work, we consider the min function. In the DuMuX frame-
work, nonlinear complementarity functions are already used to solve transi-
tion conditions formulated firstly as a set of local inequality constraints for
miscible multiphase flow in porous media [36]. In the Newton method, the
Jacobian matrix is computed by numerical differentiation.

Equation min
(
cPi
, 1−KPi

∏Npm

j=1 (cj)νij
)

= 0 that is piecewise differentiable

is considered as a supplementary equation. During the Newton iterative al-
gorithm, the minimum of the quantities cPi

and 1−KPi

∏Npm

j=1 (cj)νij is com-
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puted and then, either the equation cPi
= 0 is considered, or it is the equation

1−KPi

∏Npm

j=1 (cj)νij = 0.

Figure 5 depicts the concentration of component P1 for the 2D advective
hard test case. A very similar picture can be found in Figure 7 of [38]. As
for the easy test case, a mesh with 210 × 100 elements is used. An initial
time step equal to 10−15 s and a maximal time step equal to 0.1 s have been
used.

Figure 5: Concentration of component P1 at t = 2000 s for the 2D advective hard test
case.

4.2.2. Interaction of CO2 with minerals

In the context of the geological sequestration of CO2, several physical and
geochemical trapping mechanisms can be combined. Among these different
possible mechanisms, geological and solubility trappings are more effective in
the short term, but mineral trapping is safer and more economical in the long
term. We consider here an example introduced in [15, 31]. This academic
example aims to model the desired mechanism by considering the interactions
between CO2 and minerals through a simplified chemical system depicted in
Table 1.

The four reactions are in equilibrium and involve 6 aqueous species and
3 minerals (Calcite, mineral A (MinA) and mineral B (MinB)). Calcite and
mineral B are carbonates while mineral A is a silicate. The first two reactions
allow the transformation of CO2(l) into HCO–

3 and Calcite. These reactions

increase the concentration of H+ and the mineral A is dissolved and releases
metal ions Me3+. Finally, these ions Me3+ react with HCO–

3 to precipitate
the mineral B.
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No. Reactions K
(1) CO2(l) + H2O −−⇀↽−− HCO–

3 + H+ 0.1

(2) Calcite + H+ −−⇀↽−− Ca2+ + HCO–
3 100

(3) MinA + 3H+ −−⇀↽−− Me3+ + SiO2(l) 10

(4) MinB + 2 H+ −−⇀↽−− Me3+ + HCO–
3 1.25

Table 1: Chemical reactions.

Table 2 displays some physical parameters for this example. As for the
MoMaS hard test case, for each mineral reaction, a solubility product (28)
must be respected. For instance for calcite:

cCa2+ cHCO−
3

cH+

= 100 if cCalcite > 0. (31)

Domain Ω =]0, 10[×]0, 6[
Darcy velocity ~q = (0, 015, 0)T

Porosity φ = 0.3
Longitudinal dispersion dL = 0.3
Longitudinal dispersion dT = 0.03
Molecular diffusion Dm = 0

Table 2: Physical parameters.

The initial values are cCO2(l)
= cHCO−

3
= cSiO2(l)

= 1, cH+ = 0.1, cMe3+ =

0.01 and cCa2+ = 10 (constant in Ω). For the minerals, cMinA = 0.2 for
x ≥ 6, cCalcite = 0.2 for 1 < x < 6 and zero else and cMinB = 0. Dirichlet
boundary conditions are enforced for the mobile species on the left of the
domain with the following values: cCO2(l)

= 3.787, cH+ = 0.3124, cHCO−
3

=

1.212, cMe3+ = 0.01, cSiO2(l)
= 1 and cCa2+ = 10 on {0} × [1.5, 4.5], while

the initial values are imposed on the rest of the left border. For the top and
bottom border, homogeneous Neumann boundary condition is given while an
outflow boundary condition (zero concentration gradient and pure advective
flux) is imposed at the outlet. The spatial and time steps are respectively
h = 0.1 and ∆t = 0.1 as in [15] leading to a mesh composed of 6000 cells.
Figures 6–8 visualize the numerical results at t = 40 s, 200 s and 360 s. As
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expected, dissolved CO2(l) and H+ ions enters into the domain decreasing
the pH. Then calcite and mineral A are dissolved by the front of low pH
water stream. Finally, the dissolution of mineral A induces the precipitation
of mineral B. These results are in very good agreement with those obtained
in [15, 31].

Concentration of H+ at t = 40 s Concentration of Calcite at t = 40 s

Concentration of CO2 at t = 40 s Concentration of MinA at t = 40 s

Concentration of HCO3 at t = 40 s Concentration of MinB at t = 40 s

Figure 6: Profiles of concentrations at t = 40 s.

4.2.3. SHPCO2 test case

This test case was proposed in the framework of the SHPCO2 Project
(French acronym for High Performance Simulation of CO2 Geological Stor-
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Concentration of H+ at t = 200 s Concentration of Calcite at t = 200 s

Concentration of CO2 at t = 200 s Concentration of MinA at t = 200 s

Concentration of HCO3 at t = 200 s Concentration of MinB at t = 200 s

Figure 7: Profiles of concentrations at t = 200 s.

age). Its detailed description can be found in [25]. The chemical system
consists of components involved in 4 reactions displayed in Table 3. The
species Cl plays the role of a tracer component. It does not participate
in any chemical reaction and its presence has no influence on any physical
parameters of the system.

We consider firstly the two-dimensional version of the test. The geometry
of the domain is depicted in Figure 9. It is divided into two zones: a ”barrier”
zone with a low permeability Kbarrier = 10−15 m2 (represented in green in
Figure 9) and a ”drain” zone (the remaining part) with higher permeability
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Concentration of H+ at t = 360 s Concentration of Calcite at t = 360 s

Concentration of CO2 at t = 360 s Concentration of MinA at t = 360 s

Concentration of HCO3 at t = 360 s Concentration of MinB at t = 360 s

Figure 8: Profiles of concentrations at t = 360 s.

Kdrain = 10−13 m2.
In this test, the gas phase is assumed to be immobile and therefore gaseous

carbon dioxide CO2(g) is considered as a fixed species. The hypothesis of
immobility of gas allows to focus on reactive transport without worrying
issues of multiphase flow. Consequently, the problem is modelled by a single
phase multicomponent flow with reactive transport.

Initially, in the orange bubble of Figure 9 gaseous carbon dioxide CO2(g) is
present while in the remaining zone, concentration of CO2(g) is equal to zero.
For the flow, Dirichlet boundary conditions for the pressure are enforced at
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No. Reactions
(1) OH– + H+ −−⇀↽−− H2O
(2) CO2(g)

−−⇀↽−− CO2(l)

(3) HCO–
3 + H+ −−⇀↽−− CO2(l) + H2O

(4) Calcite + H+ −−⇀↽−− Ca2+ + HCO–
3

Table 3: Chemical reactions for the SHPCO2 test case.

Figure 9: Two-dimensional geometry of domain for the SHPCO2 test case.

the boundary surfaces Injector1, Injector2 and Productor while at the rest of
the boundary of the domain, homogeneous Neumann condition are imposed.
Concerning the transport, a pure advective flux on the boundary surfaces
Injector1, Injector2 and Productor is imposed. On the rest of the boundary
of the domain, we consider homogeneous Neumann conditions. Physical
parameters and initial concentrations can be found in [7]. The period of
simulation is equal to 4500 years. Several two-dimensional meshes have been
used. An adaptive time step strategy is used with a maximal time step equal
to 10 years.

Figure 10 represents the evolution of the concentration of CO2(g) and
CO2(aq) at t = 400 years and t = 1600 years with a mesh composed of
233472 elements. Due to the hypothesis of the immobility of the gas phase,
the position of zone with CO2(g) does not change with time but its size is
significantly reduced. This is explained by the fact that CO2(g) dissolves in
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liquid phase and is transported by flow outside the initial gaseous zone.

Figure 10: Evolution of the concentrations of CO2(g) and CO2(aq). Left: 400 years. Right:
1200 years.

Convergence analysis. Several meshes (see Table 4) have been considered for
this test case.

Mesh XS S M L XL
h 125 62.5 31.25 15.625 7.8125

Nx 38 76 152 304 608
Ny 24 48 96 192 384

NCell 912 3648 14592 58368 233472

Table 4: Parameters for 2D meshes.

The finest mesh composed of 233472 elements is assumed to provide a
reference solution crefH+ . Figure 11 displays on a logarithmic-scale the L2-norm

||crefH+−chH+ || for several values of h. We can observe a first order convergence.
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Figure 12 depicts the concentrations cH+ for the difference meshes on the line
y = 600. As expected, the concentration cH+ converge toward the reference
solution when the space step h decreases.
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Figure 11: Logarithmic plot for ||crefH+ − chH+ || as a function of the space step h.
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Figure 12: Comparison of the concentration of H+ obtained with several meshes.

4.2.4. Comparison between DSA ad SIA

This subsection aims to compare DSA and SIA in the same numerical
environment for the example presented above. Both approaches adopt an
adaptive time-stepping. In the DSA, the control of the time-step is based on
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the number of iterations required by the Newton method to achieve conver-
gence while in the SIA, it is based on the number of iterations required in the
iterative algorithm to reach the tolerance εSIA. In the sequel, tolerances for
the Newton method and iterative algorithm are respectively εNewton = 10−8

and εSIA = 10−5.
Figure 13 compares the concentration of CO2(aq) obtained with DSA and

SIA on the line y = 600 with two meshes composed of 14592 and 58368 cells
at t = 1600 years. We can observe that the results are in great accordance.
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DSA 58368 elements
SIA 58368 elements
DSA 14592 elements
SIA  14592 elements

Figure 13: Comparison of the concentration of CO2(aq) obtained with DSA and SIA.

Table 5 displays the CPU time required and the number of time steps
for the DSA and the SIA to reach 1200 years on several meshes. We can see
that for this example, DSA is faster than SIA when fine meshes are used.
Figure 14 a) represents the time steps used by the DSA and SIA during the
computations for the two finest meshes. We have to specify that a maximum
time step equal to 10 years was enforced. We can remark that the implicit
approach allows to use larger time steps than the sequential approach. This
is emphasized by Figure 14 b) that depicts the number of iterations required
by the Newton method to achieve εNewton in the DSA and the number of
iterations required in the SIA to reach the tolerance εSIA. The results are
given for the mesh composed of 58368 elements. We can see that the SIA
requires more iterations than the DSA and therefore, the time step can not
increase as quickly as for the DSA and never reaches the maximum value
equal to 10 years.
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DSA SIA

Mesh CPU time(s)
Number of
time steps

CPU time(s)
Number of
time steps

XS 1118 567 741 572
S 2272 578 2288 572
M 8612 578 11439 575
L 27143 579 72813 626

Table 5: CPU time (s) and number of time steps for DSA and SIA.
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Figure 14: Comparison between DSA ad SIA.

4.2.5. Three-dimensional simulation

Finally, to check the robustness of our approach and its ability to deal
with real three dimensional configurations, we have performed the three-
dimensional version of the test. The geometry is represented in Figure 15.

Figure 16 represents several quantities after 1500 years of simulation on
a mesh composed of 912000 elements. The computation has been performed
with 256 processors. As for the two-dimensional case, the initial bubble of
gaseous CO2(g) is dissolved and transported in liquid phase. The concen-

trations of H+ and CO2(aq) are very correlated since high concentrations of
CO2(aq) acidify the medium.

Parallel performance.
Parallelization in the DuMuX is carried out using the DUNE [12, 13] parallel
library package. DUNE gives arbitrary data decomposition in a generic way
and the employed assembly operator and linear solvers are designed corre-
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Figure 15: Three-dimensional geometry of domain for the SHPCO2 test case.

spondingly. Parallel computations on a hierarchical grid follow the ”single
program multiple data” (SPMD) programming paradigm based on a suitable
decomposition of the grid entities. Tasks are divided and run simultaneously
on several processors with different input. Processors execute their own pro-
gram and communicate with each other using the Message Passing Interface
(MPI).

Parallel computations up to 512 processors have been performed on sev-
eral grids. The parallel efficiency of our strategy is illustrated by solving
100 time steps. The code ran on a Bull cluster named OCCIGEN with Intel
”Haswell” 12-Core E5-2690 V3 processors. In parallel computing, two types
of scalability are defined. The first is the strong scaling, which represents the
relation between the computation time and the number of processors for a
fixed total problem size. The second is the weak scaling, for which the load
per processor is fixed.

Strong scaling
Figure 17 a) displays on a logarithmic scale, CPU time as a function of the
number of processors for 2 size problems of 228000 and 912000 elements
corresponding to approximately 1.6 × 106 and 6.4 × 106 unknowns. The
dashed lines represent an ideal behaviour.
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Concentration of H+ Concentration of CO
2(g]

Concentration of CO
2(aq) Pressure.

Figure 16: Profiles of concentrations and pressure at t = 1500 years.

Strong efficiency is given by:

SE(N) =
CPU time on p processors × p

CPU time on N processors ×N
, (32)

here p denotes the number of processors used for the reference time (not
always equal to one for heavy computations). For both calculations, we took
p = 8. It points out an optimal use of the parallel resources. Efficiency
equal to one indicates that communications and synchronizations between
processors are negligible.

Figure 17 b) represents the strong scaling versus the number of processors.
A high efficiency (greater than 0.85) is observed up to 256 processors for the
computations involving 912000 cells. For the simulation with 228000 cells,
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Figure 17: CPU time and strong parallel efficiency as a function of the number of proces-
sors.

the efficiency is good up to 64 processors. The loss of efficiency is mainly
due to the increase of the communications between processors in comparison
with the load of each processor.
Weak scaling
Figure 18 a) displays CPU time as a function of the number of processors,
with 9120 and 18240 elements per processor. Weak efficiency is given by:
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Figure 18: CPU time and weak parallel efficiency as a function of the number of processors.

WE(N) =
CPU time on p processors

CPU time on N processors
, (33)
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where p still denotes the number of processors used for the reference time.
Here, p = 1 for the two scenarios. Efficiency equal to one indicates an
optimal behaviour for the algorithm and the computer architecture. Indeed,
CPU times remains constant, equal to the reference time, while the total
size of the problem increases with the number of processors. Usually, this
property is hardly verified and curves with plateaus can be observed. This
phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 18 b).

5. Conclusion

In this work we have considered a GIA for the simulation of single phase
multicomponent flows with reactive transport in porous media. More pre-
cisely, a fully implicit finite volume scheme of a DSA has been developed and
implemented in the framework of the parallel free and open-source platform
DuMuX . Several test cases have been performed and gave numerical results
close to those obtained in the literature. Some 3D parallel computations have
been done with good strong and weak parallel efficiencies. Furthermore, this
paper features a rigorous numerical investigation to give a comparative evalu-
ation of the DSA and the SIA for single phase flow with reactive transport in
porous media. As mentioned before, throughout the past decades, many nu-
merical codes were developed to solve reactive transport problems in porous
media. However, when it comes to mathematical and numerical analysis of
the model equations, the literature becomes scarcer. This study was intended
as a first step to the numerical analysis of two-phase multicomponent flow
with reactive transport in heterogeneous reservoirs. These more complicated
cases appear in many applications. Further work in these important issues
are in progress.
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